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VIDEO: Bubbles Visible in Underwater Cams

By Washington's Blog
Global Research, July 21, 2010
Washington's Blog 19 July 2010

As of this moment (11:06 Eastern Daylight Time), bubbles are apparent near the blowout
preventer from Hos ROV1 video cam (one of BP’s official underwater video cameras) here:

 Oceaneering – ROV 2 

And there is seepage or leakage of some kind now apparent from ROV 2’s BSkandi Neptune
video cam at another location here [Update: BP has now changed the view – hopefully
someone captured the live video feed from earlier today]:

 BSkandi – ROV 2 (456854

This is easy to see in the larger versionstreaming live here.

Florida Oil Spill Law also alleges that the following clip comes from ROV’2 Boa Deep C video
cam on July 19, 2010 at 04:40 EDT:

  

I have seen no corroboration yet proving that this last clip is real.
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